
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of supply chain
planning manager. If you are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a
look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for supply chain planning manager

Leading projects, while working with global clients to deliver project success
Face new intellectual challenges every day
Participate and lead work streams as part of regional and global supply chain
initiatives
Under guidance of the department head, perform ad-hoc analysis and
provide actionable recommendations, drive continuous improvement in the
areas of supply chain planning, inventory optimization, end to end lead time
reduction, customer service, and ERP implementation
Manage systems training for all users
Creating, developing and maintenance of the Master Production Schedule
(MPS) to ensure that customer requirements and inventory targets are met,
while facilitating efficient manufacturing operations
Leading the identification of inventory management opportunities that
improve profitability through cost reduction, cost avoidance, and process
improvements on a cross functional basis
Interfacing with Ethicon and Noramco to ensure supply plans meet customer
expectations
Communicating Planning vision and global objectives to the Athens SMT
process
Being a member of the Athens Site Management Team and will work directly
with our Geel planning partners

Example of Supply Chain Planning Manager Job
Description
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Business analytics certification preferred
3-5 years of experience in a quantitative analytical field with in-depth analysis,
advanced excel and large volume data management skills required
Must be able to evaluate business process and translate business process
requirements into system design / enhancements
Must have ability to work in a fast paced, and high volume work environment,
assess and solve problems, and handle multiple tasks / priorities while
maintaining quality and accuracy
Must have time management and planning/prioritization skills
Leads effort to reduce costs, increase efficiency and sustain company growth


